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School Improvement Goal:

To develop a growth mindset with all 

our learners to empower them to tackle

the challenges that will come in life 

and the belief that they can succeed with 

hard work and perseverance. 



Learning Intentions:

To examine: 

- why we need a new way to communicate student 

learning.

- similarities and differences of our 

communicating student learning and traditional 

reporting.

- how Raymer will be communicating student 

learning. 

- ways to celebrate the evidence of student 

learning. 



WHY?
Moving forward with CSL



Jack Ma: The future of education



Grades alone cannot adequately describe 

the progress in skills critical for the 

21st Century, or help children know what 

next steps they need to take to improve in 

these competencies!





“
Freshgrade fosters conversations that 

promote THINKING.



What?

HOW DID WE GET HERE?

A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE



“The only thing constant is change”

Greek Philosopher 



“The only thing constant is change”

Greek Philosopher 



▸ Changes in education

▸ BC Ministry of Education mandated curriculum (IRPs)

▸ Communication between home and school

▸ Importance of work ethic & behaviour

▸ Use of a learning continuum (e.g., scale) to share learning

▸ Sharing at end of term & parent/student conferences

What’s the Same?



What’s the Same?

(cont’d)

▸ Gathered evidence of learning  

▸ Communicating support for individual needs

▸ Quality assessment  (e.g., learning outcomes/learning 

destination, criteria, rubrics, exemplars)

▸ Students demonstrate learning in a variety ways 

▸ Who is at the learning table?  Student/Guardian/Teacher



What’s new?

▸ Documenting the process, not just the product of learning 

(triangulation) 

▸ Broaden communication to extended family (See your classroom 

teacher for FreshGrade info)

▸ Increased opportunities to engage students in “making their thinking 

visible” (Strengths/Next steps; Grow/Glow)

▸ Support for increased inquiry, project-based, hands-on, and 

interdisciplinary approaches

▸ Availability of new technologies to support learning and individual 

needs (e.g., Coding, iPads, Tech Toys, Laptops, Chromebooks, 

Programs, etc.)



Please Notice...

Effective ways of communicating 

student learning.



Traditional Report Cards



Now: Reporting aligns with redesigned curriculum 

and instruction.



Please 

Notice...



Please Notice...



Please Notice...



FreshGrade Platform: A continuous and open door 

into your child’s education experience.



FreshGrade tip







Student Voice: Students should be able to describe, 

self-assess, and reflect on their learning journey.



Teacher Voice: Communicates to the learner and 

parents where the student is, what they are working 

toward, and ways to be supported.



Parent Voice: 

Please see Sheet in your take away package



What is Descriptive 

Feedback? 



Descriptive Feedback 

Who is feedback for?

- The student

What is the purpose of feedback?

- Promote student learning



Moving Towards

Descriptive Feedback 

Evaluative Feedback:

- Emphasis on final 
products (tests, quizzes, 
final projects, etc.)

- Grades and/or brief 
general comments

- Does not describe what 
and how students can 
improve

Descriptive Feedback: 

- Emphasis on process
- Highlights specific 

strengths and provides 
specific information on 
how to improve

- Provides strategies for 

moving forward/next steps



Moving Towards Descriptive Feedback

Evaluative Feedback:

- “This is a good piece of 
writing”

- “You’ve done well”

- “You got a B on your math 
quiz”

Descriptive Feedback: 

- “This is a strong piece of writing as 
you have a clear main idea and 
organization. What might you add 
to the topic sentence to really grab 
your reader's attention?”

- “I noticed a few simple errors in 
your calculations. How could 
slowing down and checking your 
answers help you in the future?”



Effective Feedback is:

- Specific 

- Descriptive, rather than just evaluative

- Looks forward to next steps

- Student centered



How?

It’s all about growth





“



“



Who?

Who is At the learning table



“

A Virtual Three-Way Conference



“

At the end of the day, the most 

overwhelming key to a child’s success is the 

positive involvement of parents. ~ Jane D.. hull




